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Transform interiors with these sophisticated 
pieces that feature saturated shades, mixed 
materials and modular functionalities

THE HEIGHT 
OF LUXURY 
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3. FORMITALIA GLAMOUR 
COLLECTION 

Designed by Dainellistudio and debuted at Milan Design 
Week in April, Formitalia’s Glamour range sports clean 
lines with satin-finished metals, natural stone, hides and 
refined fabrics, all of which showcase fine Italian 
craftsmanship. The collection includes a sofa and 
armchair upholstered with leather, a footstool with a 
metal framework and a small table with a base made either 
in marble or onyx.

1. MAISON DADA 
PARIS MING TABLES 

Renowned designer Arik Levy’s Paris Ming tables 
are a fusion of Chinese and Western cultures, 
referencing the signature elements of Ming 
furniture through clean and graceful lines 
supported by a light open structure, while giving 
them a contemporary Western touch. Available in 
circular and rectangular forms, the tables’ 
oversized coloured glass tops are reminiscent of 
the simple and elegant beauty of traditional 
Chinese lacquer work. 

4. RHMB FURNITURE

British cabinet maker Robert Brain founded RHMB to 
craft modern furniture with a distinctive character, using 
timber sourced from fallen trees harvested in southern 
England (the firm recently acquired a large beech from 
London’s Kensington Gardens). The brand’s collection 
includes a sideboard, coffee table and side table, each 
bringing the grain a new lease of life.

7. PENTATONIC AND SNARKITECTURE 
FRACTURED FURNITURE

Fractured is the collaborated result between Berlin-based 
Pentatonic and New York studio Snarkitecture. The 
sustainably produced modular furniture – benches, a table 
and a coffee table – is made from recycled waste, including 
plastic, cans, computer parts and coffee cups. Each item’s 
top is divided by a jagged edge into two parts, which can 
be pushed together to form one piece. 

5. KNOLL GRASSHOPPER TABLE

Designed by Piero Lissoni for Knoll, the Grasshopper 
collection of dining tables includes rectangular and 
circular forms – an exercise in pure geometry. The table 
top is available in Rosso Rubino marble, glass and wood, 
while the base structure is composed of slender cast-steel 
elements in chromed, burnished or painted finishes. 

2. ADELE-C INCANTO 
BOOKCASE/CUPBOARD

Designed by Italian architect Marco Ferreri, the 
Incanto is a corner bookcase/cupboard that opens 
out on a central pivot, like a fan. It comes in 
marine plywood with natural birch veneer on the 
exterior and cobalt blue inside. The blue is revealed only 
when the cabinet is fully opened to 180 degrees.

6. SAVOIR BEDS

British bed maker Savoir has crafted tailor-made beds for 
London’s Savoy Hotel since 1905. They can be 
customised to fit clients, based on the firm’s four key bed 
models with bespoke headboards. Each mattress is made 
using natural materials and signed by the craftsman who 
made it. The MOON 01 bed, its latest collaboration 
with Korean designer Teo Yang, is inspired by East 
Asian fol k lore and features a hand-upholstered 
headboard of three circles in glazed metallic linen, 
reminiscent of a trio of glowing moons.
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